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Abstract. Epidemiological modeling is a useful tool to investigate propagation dynam-
ics of contagious agents. The field comes from epidemiology, the study of diseases. This
research area has matured over decades and since being expanded to model the spread of
other fields shown to have similar properties. The purpose of this review is to survey
previous models available, what areas they have been applied to, investigate limitations,
and offer directions for future research.
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1. Introduction. Cross-pollination of research areas is common practice – the adap-
tation of epidemiology, the study of diseases, poses no exception. The reasoning that
diseases spread has been established some centuries ago, however limited to simple fever-
spreading patterns and later to more significant discoveries of non-random patterns in
cholera pandemic in Europe [1].

More delicate simulations – including competing diseases, vaccination campaigns, etc.
– were made possible by computers in recent decades, growing in their computational
power.

Using the existing models to explain dynamics in non-medical and non-biological fields
was a natural evolution in research, as it often happens. In some areas, the initial enthu-
siasm was dampened by the realization that implementation proved to be difficult. Many
business experts roll their eyes when hearing the phrase “viral marketing”.

This paper provides an overview of the current state of research in deterministic models
used in areas other than biological and medical epidemiology. Relevant general models in
their basic form are provided as a system of ordinary differential equations. Discussing
each adapted model, the author refers to the original and provides theoretical reasoning
and discusses practical application and future directions where applicable.

Deterministic models in biological and medical epidemiology have been successfully
used to track viral, bacterial, parasitic, and other contagious agents [2]. Hethcote’s pa-
per, being one of the most cited in regards to general state of epidemiology, shows the
connection of not only different models and their extensions, but also in conditions such
as vaccination campaigns. Models have been extended to fit special circumstances such as
maternal immunity of new-born, vaccination campaigns and the delay thereof, pandemic
spread with a combination of the aforementioned conditions, and many other scenarios.
Numerous compartmental models were permutated to fit a given need – namely SI, SIS,
SIR, SEIR, SEIRS, MSEIRS, etc., with the compartments represented as: S for suscep-
tible, I for infected, R for recovered or removed, E for exposed (incubation time), and
M for maternal immunity, respectively. It follows that these models end up in various
states. Some manage to stay in an equilibrium, others fall into an oscillating state, and
some others overrun by the infectious agent. To provide some rudimentary examples,
these models are described in the following paragraphs.
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SI models have two compartments and its dynamic develops, if every individual that
comes into contact with the contagious agent will be infected – a community or system
will be overrun.

SIR models have three compartments (an additional one for recovered/removed) to
describe individuals who are removed from the equation after having been infected. Re-
covered or removed usually constitutes death by the disease or immunization.

SEIR models incorporate four compartments to account for an incubation period. This
stage takes place before individuals become infected to compensate for a delay in becoming
infectious and spreading the contagious agent further.

Without additional compartments, models such as the SIS, SIRS, and SEIRS. represent
oscillating systems where once infected or recovered individuals enter the susceptible state
again. This is being indicated by the trailing S at the end of the model to describe that
the system is entering its original state after a given time period.

Transitions from one compartment to another can be described by Ordinary Differential
Equations (ODE), leading to a system of differential equations, matching the number of
compartments in a given model. These systems and their corresponding parameters are
explained for the SIR and the SEIR models in the next section.

The premise that information propagates with similar mechanisms has been proposed
over half a century ago by Rapoport and Bailey [3, 4, 5]. Goffman and Newill formulated
a more specific notion of information diffusion in 1964 and 1967 [6, 7]. Several fields
have adopted deterministic models to analyze marketing behavior (viral marketing) us-
ing clustered blog sites and the idea of a basic SIS model [8]; the spread of rumors in a
finite, closed, and homogeneous population, following dynamics of the SIR model [9] and
a detailed comparison of known models to that of rumors [10]; tracking of voters opinions
by analyzing variations in the spread of hashtags on Twitter [11]; word-of-mouth prop-
agation including herd behavior, propagation of word-of-mouth based e-mail forwarding,
economics, etc. [12-14].

This paper is structured into the following sections: introduction, which lays down an
overview of epidemiology with related models and its relatedness to other propagation
mechanisms; basic models (Section 2), where the two most prevalent original models are
described; research position (Section 3), which provides a brief history and the state of art
in epidemiological modeling of non-biological contagious agents; future work (Section 4),
with a focus on current limitations, possible approach to solve issues, and open problems;
conclusions (Section 5), to summarize the given prospects.

2. Basic Models. Most of the approaches in modeling epidemiological dynamics fall
back to the two models described in this section. Their idea, parameters, and graphical
representation are given in their prevalent form. Some compartments that are renamed
in other research can usually be reconstructed with these two models.

The basic epidemiological model shown in Figure 1 has four compartments: S for
susceptible individuals, E for exposed individuals, i.e., individuals who have come into
contact with a contagious agent, I for infected individuals, and R for removed individuals.
Susceptible individuals are generally able to contract a contagious agent and move to the
next compartment resembling the incubation time. Once they can themselves transmit

Figure 1. Basic SEIR model with transition parameters
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the contagious agent to another individual, they move to the infectious compartment.
Developing antibody and becoming immune or dying from the infection, individuals move
to the removed compartment.

The equivalent SIR model can be described in the same way, without the E compart-
ment (and without transition parameters εE and µE, respectively). The two systems of
Ordinary Differential Equations detail the dynamic, including the parameters, in Equa-
tions (1a) to (1c) for the SIR model and Equations (2a) to (2c) for the SEIR model.

dS

dt
= −µS − β

SI

N
(1a)

dI

dt
= β

SI

N
− (γ + µ)I (1b)

dR

dt
= γI − µR (1c)

dS

dt
= µN − µS − β

SI

N
(2a)

dE

dt
= β

SI

N
− (ε + µ)E (2b)

dI

dt
= εE − (γ + µ)I (2c)

dR

dt
= γI − µR (2d)

Compartments and transition parameters can be identified easily by referring to the
equations and the compartmental model in Figure 1. N is the number of individuals in
the whole population that is investigated. S, E, I, and R are the number of individuals
in the compartments for susceptible, exposed, infected, and recovered, respectively. In
epidemiological terms, the parameters are defined as follows: the contact rate β; the
incubation time 1

µ
; the average infectious period 1

ε
; the life time of the infectious material

γ.

3. Research Position. Goffman and Newill were one of the first authors to specifically
propose simple deterministic models known from viral epidemiology to adapt to idea
diffusion [6]. Goffman and Newill formulated the theoretical mathematical framework
appropriate for information diffusion with characteristics and the corresponding reasoning.
It is not until much later, however, that these mathematics could be put into practice.
Some of these applications are described in the following paragraphs.

3.1. Ideas and knowledge. Bettencourt et al. [15] have presented a modified model
they call SEIZ model, which incorporates the notion of skeptics or stiflers (compartment
Z), which could actively weaken the propagation of a new idea or knowledge when worked
against. The authors successfully improved the fitness of the SEIR model to the prop-
agation of the Feynman diagram in theoretical physics. Interesting is in particular the
comparison of the propagation in three different countries: Japan, USSR, and the U.S.,
having their own starting point in history and propagation characteristics.

Marutschke [16] did an extensive study on knowledge propagation in scientific publi-
cations of 88 initial keywords over a timespan of several decades using multiple extended
models. Results included stable tracking of scientific keywords, keyword classification us-
ing principal component analysis, and demonstrating two less viable models (SEIRK and
SEIRKE with a compartment K to deal with indirect influencers) to address knowledge
propagation.
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3.2. Rumors. Rumors and misinformation in several forms are analyzed by Shirai et
al. [17] and Okada et al. [18]. These rumors and misinformation are namely regarding
Cosmos Oil Company, power saving, iodine (chemical element), Turkey (country), Taiwan,
Pokemon, and Fuji Television. The authors used their model to classify rumors into
four categories, one-time simultaneous epidemic, one-time separate epidemic, recurring
simultaneous epidemic, and recurring separate epidemic.

Jin et al. examine the established SEIZ model to favor a simpler SIS model [19].
In particular, news trends about the following topics were analyzed: Boston Marathon
Bombings in 2013 on April 15 at 14:49:12 local time; Pope Resignation on the morning
of February 11, 2013; Amuay Refinery Explosion on August 25, 2012 1:11 am local time;
Michelle Obama at the 2013 Oscars.

3.3. Social media. Abdullah and Wu modified the basic SIR model to simulate the
spread of news items on Twitter [20]. Their key to their approach is the rapid retweet
(forwarding and spreading of the original information) of the news. The almost instan-
taneous retweet (forwarding) of news items makes the incubation time obsolete. Large
textual data make for a fine-grained analysis. In addition, a two-stage Markov model is
employed to separate epidemiological from non-epidemiological phases.

Xiong et al. proposed a diffusion model for the purpose of tracking information on
microblogging sites using Twitter [21]. The SCIR model suggested in their paper resem-
bles four states: susceptible, contacted, infected, and refractory. Their approach differs
from Abdullah and Wu in the addition of a compartment similar to that symbolizing
incubation time.

Meme tacking using an even more rudimentary SI model was done in [22].
Incorporating semantic information on social media to track actual diseases was inves-

tigated by Shao et al. [23]. Prakash uses the SEIR and an SEIS model to accomplish
similar modeling [24]. Chen et al. use the SIR model for a public health indication model
[25].

SIR model and an adapted SIRI model were used in Skaza and Blias to track hashtags
on Twitter [26].

Study on the growth and decline of SNSs by using the infectious recovery SIR model
by Tanaka et al. [27].

3.4. Business and marketing. Gurley and Johnson proposed a minor extension of the
classic SEIR model using constants to better fit the propagation of subfields in economics
[14]. In their paper, the fields of economics are tracked with high statistical significance,
resulting in the ability to detect subfields that are likely to expand rapidly or are more
likely to collapse. The comparison is done within one field of research without cultural
adaptation.

Audestad proposed a model adapted by the classic susceptible-infectious-recovered
(SIR) scheme to model dynamic market behavior with and without feedback [28]. The
logical form of the model is presented as a buyer-player-quitter state description.

3.5. Other areas. Other fields formed from these mature mathematics, such as an
SEIQV model – susceptible, exposed, infected, quarantined, vaccinated – to track com-
puter worms incorporating quarantine and vaccination parameters [29] or the spread in
computer networks [30]. Noteworthy is the modeling of the forming of extremist opinion
by Stauffer with a GSEF model – general, susceptible, excited, fanatic – and Sznajd with
a closed community dogma of “united we stand divided we fall” [31, 32].

Political party growth is modeled with the SIR basis in [33].
The Internet of Things (IoT) becoming of growing importance, Makhoul et al. explore

the SIR model to classify survivability of systems in the IoT era [34].
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4. Future Work. The wide range of research provided shows viability to numerous fields.
The propagation of scientific knowledge, rumors, opinions, economic fields, and others has
been analyzed in several mediums, ranging from manual data selection, scientific publi-
cations, online database, social networks, etc. Although modeling can be done with high
accuracy, the works done so far are mostly reactionary. Targeted fields can be represented
well and show promising further insights, such as analysis of social media.

Business and Management on the other hand are naturally more difficult to focus.
Repetition of products in a given market is less likely, due to the nature of competition.
This also could explain the receding interest a few decades ago. With growing datasets,
the ability to model systems of ODEs, and adaptations to agent-based modeling, the field
indicates a direction for more exploration in this research discipline.

Most of presented researches that introduce new models to better fit the data would
benefit from the perspective of model selection criteria. One way to test for future research
would be the use of Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) or Bayesian Information Criteria
(BIC). In some cases the increase in model complexity might not justify the increase in
the model’s fitness.

As the notion of big data is becoming an issue that needs addressing, information
about feedback could be used to more accurately model epidemiological behavior. As
foundational behavior is known in many fields and data is becoming more accessible, a
more stable system, including the aforementioned statistics, could be a focus for upcoming
research.

5. Conclusions. From medical and biological epidemiology, the use of deterministic
models has steadily found the way into other areas. Complex idea diffusion and knowl-
edge propagation has been difficult but recent approaches with representation using social
media, business and management, scientific publications, and others have shown potential
in the direction of more difficult contagious material. New fields such as the Internet of
Things have now been involved as well.

Based on the current study and previous ones, extension on existing research is promis-
ing and the expansion to new fields with comparable dynamics is not explored enough,
yet.
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